
Dear Senator Fulbright, 

Assume, as I do with you, that the Great Society has 

become the sick society, oak yourself the question I do not see reflected 

in the press reports of your American “ar Association speech: is there a 

taprastxzgm single Miifection that spereads and causes or contributes to the 

cause of the je rmeating illness? 

1 Ot 

There is, I believe, he end the few others who have tried 

to provide leadership and public understend / ave refused to face it. 

Phat single infection is the feoneay assassination and its 

official investigation, whieh, to avoid offense to those who may be your 

firends, I call me rely "inadequate". 

No assassination, regardless of inspiration, purpose or, as in 

this case is footishly alleged, lack of it, is without political consequences. 

I address this in the first words in the first of the four books on this 
. 

subject that I have thus far completed. My efforts to interest you in it, poor 

in manuscript ond after general distrobution, failed. So, I think it eprropriate 

to ask whethéy im policy has been identical with what we could anticipate it to 

have been had President Xennedy not been assassinated. I heve no difficulty 

Tine ine an enswer hus Wal 

If policy <4 identical, if control over policy or influence 

in its formulation or its formulators change! as a result of the assassination, 

and if the government's conduct of the investigstion was inadequate to a 

. degreg that cannot be expleined by human weakness or error or even incompetence, 

the result is an inference that cannot remmag be ignored if there is ever to 

be sanctity in government or trust in this om. 

—betteve possibie. 

From the very first we have hed total abdication by those upon whom 

our society depends for leadership. First the lawyers feiled, for Oswald was sys- 

tematically and quite publicly denied 411 of his rights, to the acconmpaniement 

of their public silence. Then the press failed, for it allowed itself to be



diverted by the FBlm which did foreclose sources, and then corrupted by 

careful but very obvious leaks, each favoring and purchesing a different 

important and influenctial voice. The eastern indtllectual community was 

and remains silent, even, today, where there can be no pardoning it. Aside 

from one or two (paid for) reviews, the professors off tom and history, 

novelists » Playrights, writers of non-faction have nothing to say. The Ato At, 
kexe-of the poet§ iemute. 

Som there is company for those legislators who find security 

and temporary tranquility in silence and comfort themselves with the 
; _ Aung aed 

evasion that they are not alone. Only a single man has been heard fron, 
aut short and he has prepared himself less than he micht-and easily could have. 

, a 
Do we desrve better than a sick society! Can we expect more: A 

? , There is eri Jad ees neppened since November 22, 1963, that is not 

related ses, come about as a result of thetassessiastion 

yet those, pre-eminently you, who properly complain about our errors and 

ther cost, refuse to get at the root of the infection, will not do that 

minimum required to seek the recapture of the national honor ani self-respect, 

lad TA no Mo Pore mation is posSible. 

Somes sayin’ thet e President can be murdered and consigned to 

history with the qubious official epitaph of a phoney inquest, and thst when this 

heppens there is no jeorapdy to our basic institutuons, including the presidency, 

and that there is no hezard to any incumbent, 

The people, in their simple wisdom and Buk visceral comprehension, 

understand better, end they are stequietea WL met he prpened when President 

Kennedy was murdered can happen, can be formalized by the successor administration 

and approved by Congress, we are never out of jeopardy. any ac of 

1933, then considered impossible by sll the leading intellects and politicians, 

mast gout SW, sccortnine aspirin for cane re thet xyou 
. wm peblic Ihe want to treat the illness ig fine} ferthere-erePtoo few soteycWi Lidar to



assay even that, But in taking the position that Vietnam policy is 

geparate and by itself, you divorce it from what it cannot be seperated . 

from, @ change in policy following a chenge in administration brought 

abouth by the assassination, 

| Possibly there is no cones sca os ma is involved to assume 

this is neitler possible nor probably, tex Juore is now fo doubt thet 
no single major part of the Reporta of the Warren Commission is tenable, 

That this is less well know thet it of be is in part your fault, for you 

have not familiarized yourself with the avesilable fact. I, for om, offered 

it to you repeatedly. 

Norther, I have published enough ‘ana have more not yet published) 

to prove that there is no pos:ibility of considering the investigation 

an impartial one or of serious intent, save for the framing of the desd 

accused essessin{ end with him, history and all of us, our present and 

ow: futured 

These may seem like impossible and extreme statements to you. In 

that event, I invite you to call upon me for substantiation. I will have as 

much time es you require whenever you went it. My work is unique in that 

it is restricted almost entirely to the official evidence, printed and 

wkx suppressed from the 26 volumes, 1 have already published a fair 

vV@lume of this. 

Unwilling as you may be to find out for yourself xhat is true and A 

what is probable, I an confident you will not forgive yoursself if you do 

not and that history will be no more kind. 

There is no rug large enough to hide this soil, ani there is no 

escaping of responsibility by those in public office. 

i delivered pat! of my first book to your offide. tam ms iling you 
AA QUA be G rected 

copies~ of the second and thirdf each of which was ayeed«d-fore then two full 

columns as news by the New York Times. ry


